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One-Two-Go is your key to a successful Barcelona Trip! We introduce you to one of the most

fascinating cities in the world, famous for its magnificent churches, palaces, lively squares,

outstanding art galleries, museums, wonderful food, magnificent Mediterranean beaches, and

exciting shops. We provide you with a guide to fall in love with! A guide full of breathtaking high

definition pictures, exciting sightseeing options, helpful insider advice, detailed info on how to get

easily and quickly from A to B, a variety of the best accommodation, and everything else needed to

ensure you will have the greatest time of your life.Ã‚Â Inside the One-Two-Go "Ultimate

Guide"Introduction to Barcelona&apos;s History to get a better understanding of the city&apos;s

vibeÃ‚Â Barcelona&apos;s top 25 Attractions (with advice on "must see" or optional ) to get the

most out of your visit - no matter how long you stay in BarcelonaÃ‚Â A Detailed Map of Barcelona

with all our top 25 attractions pinned on it (gives you a better Idea of how to plan your

day!)Ã‚Â Insider Advice on all attractions, transport options, and accommodation to ensure you will

always be a step ahead!Ã‚Â More than 200 Breathtaking High Definition Pictures on all sights,

hotels and the tastiest local foodsÃ‚Â Multiple Maps plus a Bird&apos;s eye view of each

sightseeing spot (it has never been easier to find what you&apos;re looking for)Ã‚Â We show you

how to access all 50 points of interests by metro (in Barcelona you are never far from a metro

stop)Ã‚Â Useful information for each site of interest; e.g. opening times / entrance fee/ how to get

thereAdditional online maps for the new, more convenient way to explore the cityÃ‚Â A taster of

some of the most important Barcelona attractionsSagrada FamÃƒÂlia Church, the iconic landmark

and masterpiece of Antoni Gaudi!Ã‚Â Palau de la Musica Catalana, one of the most unique concert

venues in the world!Ã‚Â Guell Park, the most fairytale-like park design in the world!Ã‚Â Casa

BatllÃƒÂ³, a masterpiece of shape, color and light by Antoni Gaudi!Ã‚Â Magic Fountain of Montjuic,

get delighted by the beautiful, free nightly shows!Ã‚Â Museu Nacional D&apos;Art de Catalunya,

with its superb collection and wonderful views over the city!Ã‚Â Barcelona&apos;s Famous

Beaches, because there is a beach that perfectly fits your preferences!Ã‚Â Day-trip to Sitges, a

lovely and laid back seaside town less than an hour away!Ã‚Â Las Ramblas Shopping Avenues, the

busiest and most lively street of the city!Ã‚Â Day-trip to Montserrat Monastery, with its unforgettable

and breathtaking cable car ride up the mountain!Ã‚Â Basilica of Santa Maria del Mar, the most

impressive example of Catalan Gothic church architecture!Ã‚Â Gothic Quarter, the old city, with its

picturesque old buildings and multitude of restaurants, bars and lovely shops!Ã‚Â Spanish Food

Specialties, don&apos;t miss Barcelona&apos;s tasty food options!Ã‚Â ReviewsÃ‚Â "...one of the

best Travel Guides in the Budget Category!" - Easy-Travel Magazine"...best Budget Guide for a



short Trip" - Easy-Travel Magazine"... This guide included so much information! I feel very confident

in planning our trip." - Ericka (Blair, NE, United States)"... This guide is good for visually oriented

readers like me because it contains a lot of high quality pictures." - Henrietta - reader"... a great deal

of practical info..." - J. Winston (Dallas, Texas)"...Very easy to read and understand." Linda Leday -

book lover (Fullerton, CA)
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This guide goes way above and beyond! All the travel tips, scam alerts, attraction listings and

pricing help contained in the these pages make this the perfect guide to study before you head to

Barcelona! It would take countless hours of research to find out what I was told in the first 2

chapters of this book. I consider this a must-have if you are planning a Barcelona trip. Highly

Recommended!

I must admit that I've been pretty loyal to Lonely Planet during my travels, but some guy I met in a



hostel showed me a One-Two go guide book on his kindle. I was pretty impressed with it so I

decided to stray from my loyalties for my trip to Barcelona and bought one of these instead.My

biggest like about this book is the ease of reading. It is split into easy to follow categories. The 15

must see sites if you are on a short trip as well as top 25 attractions. Also included is information on

food, hotels (budget and luxury) and even how to get cheap flights. Also, the maps can be

configured to your kindle so it shows you where you are!I am very pleased with it. I will buy again for

future trips, for sure.

I have booked to go to Barcelona. Reading this book has confirmed that I have chosen a great

location with lots of beautiful attractions!! This guide proved to be very helpful for me to organize my

trip and make the best out of the days I have planned for this visit! It covers all aspects of everything

we will need for our trip, from local food specialties and hotels for all budgets, even how to move

with transportations!I am very pleased with it. This ultimate guide of Barcelona has everything I

need for a well-organised trip!

This is such a helpful and easy to follow guide to Barcelona. It covered everything, from getting in,

to hotels, to attractions, in a clear and simple manner. It would have taken me hours to find

information half as good as this online - I'm so glad I saved myself some time and stress and

decided on this book. For the price, I wouldn't recommend anything else.

This is a well-organized, clearly written book that cuts to the chase to offer the top tourist sites in

Barcelona. I found it very helpful.

Nice quick guide to Barcelona for those who have little time in the city and want to make the most of

it.

Just the perfect amount of information for a weekend trip to Barcelona! Very easy to follow and

completely updated in terms of schedules, prices, etc.

Concise, with good tips and beautiful pictures. Helps you to get an idea of where everything is

located in the city and will be a valuable tool in planning our trip!
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